
Improve your document management to improve your results.

Managing documents and document processes is probably not 
where you make your profits and meet your goals, but it 
certainly is where you can lose them!

Organizations of all sizes face the challenge of  organizing, 
managing,  and controlling the documents and information 
they need to generate invoices, pay bills, process payments, 
manage employees and vendors, and service customers.

Today information and documents are generated from multiple 
sources and stored in many formats. Every organization has 
paper documents, emails, office documents and many other 
document types. The question is: how can you manage all of 
this content in a consistent a way and provide quick access to 
improve operations and your bottom line?

docMgt is the answer!
For too long document management solutions have been too 
complicated and too expensive, or too simplistic to add much 
value. As a result, organizations like yours have not adopted 
document and workflow automation solutions which can 
instantly provide cost savings, scalability, and overall efficiency 
gains.

docMgt provides an easy way to address your document 
management challenges. It’s intuitive, affordable, and cost 
effective. 

With docMgt, you can manage content from any source, whether 
it's scanning paper documents, importing documents, importing 
emails, generating e-forms, or documents created from other 
applications. The imported content is secured and controlled, can 
be routed to users to complete work tasks, or instantly available 
by any authorized user on any connected device.

docMgt is easy to deploy and delivers instant results:

• Requires minimal configuration to become fully
operational.

• Workflow processes are easy to create and
understand.

• Users understand how to use the system with
minimal training.

• Paper forms can be replaced with easy to design
e-forms.

• Content can be securely accessed from any
connected device.



There is no software to install on any device other than 
standard Web browsers. Our innovative approach includes 
Collaboration Portals, E-Forms, Workflow and Retention.  
With docMgt, customers improve internal processes and 
securely manage external processes.  

Key Features
Collaboration Portals
docMgt delivers easy-to-use portals which 
streamline the way you interact with users 
inside and outside the organization. Portals 
can be used for gathering information from 
an e-form, sharing documents, requesting information, 
or assigning tasks. Because each portal has its own rules 
they can be configured to meet virtually any requirement. 
Portals can be automatically created through Work 
Triggers to deliver sophisticated solutions. 

Electronic Forms 
Electronic Forms (E-Forms) allow internal and 
external users to manage data associated 
with key documents. docMgt’s E-Form builder 
provides a simple, robust interface that 
supports the ability to quickly and easily create sophisticated 
E-Forms that can be used for a variety of uses.

E-Forms are frequently used with Collaboration
throughout docMgt for routing, collecting and sharing
information. They are also used in portals for the same
reason. The benefits of using E-Forms with a portal are
that the forms can be pre-populated with information,
and they can simplify the process of workflow by supplying 
crucial data that only the external user may know.

Workflow Triggers 
docMgt’s unique Work Trigger approach is
designed to accomplish traditional workflow 
tasks with simplicity and flexibility. docMgt’s 
Work Triggers provides an advancement
over traditional workflow approaches by focusing on 
the data associated with transactions.  By focusing 
on the data processes may change, but the workflow 
continues to deliver results.

Document Templating 
Document Templating stores sections of 
documents for re-use within other documents. 
These sections, called “Snippets,” may include 
text, images, links, tables or virtually anything 
that a document can contain. Libraries of snippets can be 
managed and shared. Shared snippets can be leveraged to 
build new documents and templates. 

Indexing Automation
In-Flow Indexing Automation provides a quick 
and efficient way to bring documents into 
docMgt and then file them using simple “drag 
and drop” actions and click indexing. In-Flow 
Indexing Automation improves indexing efficiency 
and accuracy. 

docMgt, built from the ground up as a Web-based solution, 
supports managed access to content from workstations, 

laptops, tablets and smart phones. 

 With a docMgt Collaboration portal 
you can automate and enhance 
interactions.

• Automate the distribution of forms and
document requests through secure portals.

• Ensure assignments and requirements get
completed on time.

• Use business rules to automatically send and
track documents, forms, and requests.

With docMgt your processes become 
repeatable, predictable, and reportable.



Accounts Payable
AP processes are inherently driven by underlying rules 
that must be applied over and over again during the 
transaction approval process. Invoices, expense reports, 
and payment requests require approvals before they 
can be processed for payment. It’s costly to manually 
apply these rules, route the documents for approvals, 
and to manage the resolution of issues. 

Human Resources
Your employees are the life blood of your organization. 
Your success is dependent upon your ability to hire the 
best talent, retain and motivate these resources, and 
protect yourself from litigation and compliance issues.

docMgt automates employee processes using e-forms, 
workflow, and document requests. HR automation collapses 
the time and reduces the cost to process applications by 
ensuring that you have the right documents to support 
hiring the right employees.

docMgt ensures that the right documents and information 
are available to make timely decisions regarding compensation, 
advancements, and to process employee requests and 
reported incidents. HR process automation protects your 
organization from potential litigation and compliance issues.

Contract Management
docMgt provides structure to the way you file, store, 
retrieve and secure all your critical contract documents. 
Review and expiration dates are monitored in the system 
and notifications are sent via email so that you never 
miss a critical date again.  Contracts are critical to your 
organization and docMgt improves the way you manage 
them.

Application Summaries

docMgt improves the way you manage 
all your corporate documents.

• Forms can be replaced by easy to manage e-forms.

• Forms and documents can be routed for
collaboration and approvals.

• Documents, forms, and information requests
can be shared with outside users through portals.

docMgt solves your AP challenges 
including:

• Helping you avoid duplicate payments.

• Reducing costs while improving quality.

• Improving vendor relations.

• Adding visibility into your purchase to
pay processes.
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docMgt is a full-featured document life-cycle system. With 
docMgt, organizations can create, store, manage, share and 
retain documents in a secure, controlled way. docMgt was 
built from ground up as a Web-based solution designed to 
support workstations, laptops, tablets and smart phones. 
There is no software to install on any device other than 
standard Web browsers.

docMgt allows you to gain efficiencies in any application that 
involves managing documents, forms, approval processes, or 

sharing information with users inside and outside your organization.

• With docMgt you automate your processes,
control costs, and gain efficiencies.

• Contact your representative to learn how easy
it is for you to start saving time and money with
docMgt today.

• Don’t procrastinate automate with docMgt!

Prairie Health Ventures is an active alliance of 54 
hospitals and over 500 additional affiliate healthcare 
and business organizations concerned with keeping 
care local, controlling costs and improving 
performance.  We have spent more than 37 years 
serving our member hospitals and various affiliates 
by providing group purchasing, IT and other shared 
services, along with numerous opportunities for 
education and professional growth. 

Contact us to learn more at phvne.com | 800-409-4990  




